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4 The New York Convention:

Its Intended Effects, Its
Interpretation,

Salient Problem Areas

by Albert Jan van den Ber¡ (Stibbe Simont Mona Duot, Amterda)

i. Introduction

The New York Convention is generaly regared as the most succsful interntional conven-

tion in the field of interntiona private law. Ths bemes rely apparnt if one looks at the

numbers: today 106 nations have adhere to the Convention. The Convention ha ben

interpreted and applied in more than 700 cour decisions coming from over 35 Contrcting

States, as reported in the Yearbook Commercial Arbitration. The results are likewise

impressive: the cour have largely supported the Convention. In fact, in less than 5% of the
cases, enforcement of an arbitrl awad ha been refued.

Where does this success come from? The main reason may be mentioned.

Ei, the structure and text of the Convention itself. It is eay to follow for a pary seeking

enforcement: he simply needs to request enforcement and submit the arbitral award and

arbitrtion agreement only. That entitles him to a leave for enforcment unless the respondent
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The case concern IraS Claims TribunaL. On i 7 May 1985, the Tribun held a pre-heang

conference to consider, inter alia, whether voluminous and complicated data should be

presented though sumares, tabulations, cha, grphs or extrcts in order to save time and

costs. Neither counel for the Iraian paries nor the Iraian judge attended the conference.

A veo's counl requested guidace from the Tribun as to the appropriate method for provi

cert of its clais which were bas on voluminous invoices. The Swedish Cha stte

"I do not th we will be very, very much enthusiastic gettg kilos and kilos of invoices" and
suggested that an account be made by an interntionally recognized public accounting firm.

This is what Aveo did and it retaed Arur Young which verified that the accounts
reivable ledgers submitted to the Tribun accurtely reflected the actu invoices in Aveo's

records. On 16-17 September 1986, a hearng was held. At this point in tie, the Swedsh

Charman had resigned, having suffered from physical attcks by Iraan co-arbitrtors. He

was replaced by a French Chairman. At that hearng, the Iraian arbitrtor also showed up.

At a certn point durg the hearng, the Iranian arbitrtor asked where were the invoices.

A veo's counsel answered that this matter had been dealt with at the pre-hearng conference.

The matter was not explored fuer by the Iranian or other arbitrators at the hearng. In the

award of i 8 July 1988, the majority of the Tribunal rejected A veo's claims stating:

"The Tribunal canot grt A veo's claims solely on the basis of an afdavit
and a list of invoices, even if the existence of the invoices was certified by
an independent audit."

The Amerca arbitrtor (Chales Brower) dissented, stating tht the Tribun ha

misled A veo. The Iraan sought enforcment in the United States. The Distct

Cour in its decision of i 0 December 199 i, declined to enforce the award because

A veo wa denied the right to intruce certn evidence before the Tribun. The

Cour of Appes afed the decision of the Distct Cour. The Cour of Appes
reaoned in pertinent par:

"At the pre-heag conference, Judge Mangar specifically advise Aveo
not to burden the Tribunal by submitting 'kilos and kilos of invoices'.
Instead, Judge Mangard approved the method of proof proposed by Aveo,
namely the submission of A veo's audited accounts receivable ledgers.
Later, when Judge An (the Iraan Judge i questioned A veo's method of

proof, he never responded to A veo's explanation that it was proceeding
according to an earlier understanding. Thus, Ayeo was not made awar
that the Tribunal now required the actual invoices to substantiate Ayeo's
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II. Salient Problem Areas

My song on the Convention not only "halelujah". There ar indee some problem ar in the

Convention.

A. Enforcemept of Arbitral Awards

i. No problem

Before identifying these areas, let me first engage in a process of demystification and tell

you what. contrar to belief by some - are generally Il problems in interpreting and

applying the Convention.

What is Il a problem with respect to enforcement of awards:

~ Th ma featus of the grunds for refu of enforcment mentioned in Arcle
V:

Grounds are exhaustive

No re-examination of the merits of the arbitral award

Burden of proof on respondent

~ Validity of the arbitration agreement, except Aricle II, but mostly at stage of

referr to arbitration (discussed later)(Aricle V(l)(a))

~ Due Process (Article V(l)(b))

Excess by arbitrator of his authority (Art, V(l)(c))

Irreguarties in the appointment and procedure, even though it is a puzing grund

(Aricle V(l)(d))
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4. Is a Problem

What is a problem with respect to enforcement of awards are awards made in Frace. Ths

problem is caused by Aricle IS06 of the French New Code of Civil Procedur ("NCCP")
which provides:

"Le délai pour exercer les recours prévus aux aricles iso I, I S02 et I S04
suspend 1'exécution de la sentence arbitre. Le recours exercé da Ie délai

est également suspensif."

(tranlation:

"Enforcement of the arbitral award is suspended during the time limit for
exercising the mean of recoure defined in Articles ISOI, IS02 and IS04.
The pendency of such an action brought within the time limit also has a
suspensive effect. ")

Article I S06 of the French NCCP provides that the initiation of the anulment (setting

aside) proceedings suspends by operation of law enforcement of the award. No judicial

intervention to this effect is possible (unlike, for example, in Switzrland or the
Netherlands where enforcement of an award can be suspended by a cour only).

Aricle IS06 of the French Code of Civil Procedure appears to cause problems for Aricle
V(l)(e) of the New York Convention. Ths ground provides that enforcement of the award

may be refused if the respondent (i.e., the Governent) can prove that:

"The award has not yet become binding on the paries, or has been set aside
or suspended by a competent authority of the countr in which, or under the
law of which, that award was made."

In a number of decisions, the question is raised whether aricle 1 S06 of the French Code

of Civil Procedure has the effect of suspending the award in terms of aricle V(1)(e) of the
Convention. In one recent decision of the Distrct Court in Columbia, Creighton v, The

Government of Qatar, it led, in my view erroneously, to the refu of enforcement. I will
not go into this matter as Jan Paulsson will address it. Suffce to make the following

observations.
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B. Arbitration Aereement

Here, there are two problem areas:

which arbitrtion agrments quaify for referr to arbitrtion under arcle II(3) of

the Convention? i.e., field of application for referr to the arbitrtion

when is an arbitrtion agreement in wrting?

I. Field of A¡i¡ilication - Aricle iim

The Convention conta two actions:

enforcement of foreign arbitr award (Ar. I and II-IV), and

referral to arbitration (Aricle II(3))

The Convention specifies which arbitral awards can be enforced under it. On the other

hand, it does not specify which arbitration agreements quaify for referral to arbitration

puruat to Aricle II(3). The Convention is in fact totaly silent. Ths omission is due

to the last miute inrton of Arcle II in the Convention at the New York Conference in

1958. Hence, the implementing legislations and cour had to resolve ths omission.

An exaple is your Tribun Fédéra which, in a recent cas decided on 16 Janua 1995,

was face with the request to refer, on the basis of Aricle II(3) of the Convention, to

arbitrtion in London a dispute between a Swiss and a French par. The Tribun Fédéra

considered the applicabilty of the Conventions as follows:

"Both France and Switzrland, the countries in which the paries to the
proceedings have their seat, as well as Great Brittin, the countr of the
chosen seat of the arbitrl trbunal according to the stadard conditions in
the bil of lading, are Paries to the (New York Convention). It is un.
disputed that the Convention applies to the present case. . . ."
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Two other categories of arbitration agreements pose more problems: an agreement

providig for arbitrtion with the State in which it is invoked and one failing to indicate

the place of arbitration. To submit to you a question brulante in your countr: if
international arbitration is to tae place in, say, Zurch or Geneva, is the form of the

arbitrtion ageement to be determined according to Aricle II(2) of the Convention or the

more libera arcle 178(1) LDIP? And does the anwer to ths question depend on whether

it is examined by a Swiss cour or arbitrtors? Here, I feel to be caught between two of

your imminent scholars Professor Poudret and Professor Bucher.

On dager of losing a frend, let me give you my views. It is clear that Arcle II(2) doe

not apply to purely domestic arbitration agreements. Possible criteria for the application

of Arcle II(2) in thes two cas therefore can be (a) foreign nationaity of at least one of

the paries, and/or (b) an international element connected with the contract to which the

arbitration agreement relates.

However, the implementing acts and the cours differ with respect to the application of

these criteria. I may briefly review some of these acts and cour.

The Itaian cour sems to be of the opinion that Arcle II(3) applies only to agrements

whch provide for "foreign arbitrtion". Ths appears also to be the opinon of Professor

Poudret and a number of other Swiss authors who maintan tht the wrtten form of the

aritrtion agrment providing for interntiona arbitrtion in Switzrland is governed by

the more libera arcle 178 LDIP and not Arcle II(2) of the Convention (poudrt, Le droit

de I'arbitrage interne et international (p. 285).

This point is approached differently in the United Kingdom where Sect. 1(4) of the

Arbitrtion Act 1975 provides tht the arbitrtion agrment will fall under the Convention

(a) if the agreement provides for arbitration abroad (i.e., outside the United Kingdom)
without any reuirement as to the nationality of the paries, or (b) if the agreement provides
for arbitrtion within the United Kingdom when at least one of the paries is non-British.

The implementing legislation in the United States provides that an arbitration agreement

falls under the Convention as soon as at least one of the paries is non-American, irrespe-
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2. Written Foon of the Arbitration A¡¡reemenl . Article 1I2)

Aricle II(2) offers the two alterntives:

The firs alterntive of Aricle II(2) requires that the contrct including the

arbitrtion clause, or the separate arbitration agreement, be signed by the paries.

To allow for the practices in international trade, the second alternative wa added.

This alternative provides that it is suffcient that the contrct including the

arbitrtion clause, or the separate arbitration agreement, be contaed in an

exchage of letters or telegrs, with no requirement that any of these documents

be signed by the paries.

(a) What is not a problem

Signtues If a contrct contag the arbitrtion claus is included, or the separte

arbitrtion agreement is signed by the pares, the first alterntive of Aricle II(2)

is satisfied. In the cae of the second alternative, the signtues of the paries are

not required, provided tht the arbitration agreement has been subject to an

exchage in wrting between the paries.

Telex and facsimile It is generally accepted that the expression in Aricle II(2)

"contaed in an exchage ofletters or telegrs" should be interpreted broadly to

include other mean of communication, paricularly telexes (to which facsimile

could nowadys be added). Ths is expressly provided in Arcle I(2)(a) of the

Eurpe Convention on Interntional Commercial Arbitrtion of 196 i, which is

in pàr alost identica to Aricle II(2) of the New York Convention. The relevant

proviso in the European Convention of 196 i states: "contaned in an exchange of

letters, telegras, or in a communication by teleprinter".

This teleological interpretation is also affrmed by your Tribunal Fédéral in

Tracomin YS. Sudan Oil Seeds, where your court simply stated that "the exchange

of telexes must be assimilated to the exchange of telegrams" (Tracomin SA
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which is that a par is awar that he is agreeing to arbitrtion, and by adopting the

test for determining whether that purse is fulfiled, i.e., that the reference can be

checked by a par exercising reasonable car. Accordingly, a reference to stadad

conditions in the body of the contract is needed in any case. If the stadard

conditions ar set out on the reverse side of the contract, a general reference to the

conditions will suffce. If the stadard conditions are contaned in a separte
document, the reference clause must draw specific attention to the arbitrtion

claus. However, in the latter case a general reference will suffce if the stadad

conditions have ben communcated to the other par. Finally, it is not necessar

that the conditions are comm'unicated to the other par for each tranction (the

trading relationship).

Ths is, for example, very much the way in which your Tribun Fédéra approaches

this question. See Tribunal Fédéral, Tradax vs. Amoco, Tradax Export SA v.

Amoco Oil Company (formerly Amoco Overseas Oil Company 7 Febru 1984,

Yearbook Commercial Arbitration, XI (1986) Switzrland no. 8 sub 8-12.

The Itaian cour, and espeially the Italian Supreme Cour, have emphaized the

unform rue charter of Aricle II(2), which as a lex specialis supersedes munci-

pal law including Ars. 1341 and 1342 of the Italian Civil Code.

In any event, you may be surrised to lear that the cases involving an arbitrtion

clause i. stadad conditions lea to refu of referr to arbitrtion or enforcment
in a few cases only.

(c) What is a problem' Exchao~e of Letters or Teie~rars

According to the second alternative of aricle II(2) of the Convention, the
arbitrtion clause must have been the object of an exchange. A tacit acceptace is

in principle not suffcient

The court in the Contracting States express different views as to when the

exchange can be deemed accomplished. One view is that the document itself

39
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It appear tht the Cour of Appeals' opinion depar from what is required by the

text of the Convention which excludes an oral or tacit acceptace of an arbitration

agrement, at least in the maner in which it is interpreted in the majority of cour

decisions. The Court was apparently inspired by Section 32 of the English

Arbitration Act 1950 under which an oral or tacit acceptace is suffcient.

A tyica exaple of a ca tht doe not satisfy Aricle II(2) of the Convention is

Marc Rich vs. Italimpiantl (also known as the Atlantic Emperor), decided by the

Italian Supreme Cour. In tht case, the paes ha concluded a contrct

concernng the purhas of Iraan crude though an exchage of telexes. After

conclusion of the trtion by telex, Marc Rich sent fuer telex tht included

an arbitrtion claus. Italimpianti did not reply to ths telex. The Itaian Supreme

Cour held tht the arbitrtion claus did not satisfy the Convention (Marc Rich &

Co AG (Sitz) vs. Italimpianti SpA (Italy), 25 Janua 1991, YB XVII (1992) Itay

no. 1 16 sub 6-8).

It follows from what is observed about the exchange requirement above that an

arbitration clause in a sales or purchase confirmation will meet the wrtten form

requirement of Arcle II(2) only if:

(a) the confirmation is signed by both paries (first alternative); or

(b) a duplicate is returned, whether signed or not (second alternative); or,
possibly,

(c) the confiration is subsequently accepted by means of another com-

muncation in wrting from the par who received the confiration to the

par who dispatched it.

In parcular, a tait acptace of the confiration is not sufcient for the purse
of Arcle II(2). And ths is no longer in accord with interntiona trde pratices.
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~, at the Vienna Conference of 1985, the view prevailed that the Uncitr

Model Law should faithlly follow the New York Convention and not depa frm

it. Hence, aricle 7(2) merely reflects the curent interpretation of Arcle II(2) of

the Convention but is not intended to add anytng to it. At the beging of ths
lectue, Mr. Kaplan observes:

"(A)fter nearly five year of applying the Model Law in Hong Kong
in my former judicial capacity. I found that the problems arsing
from the application of Aricle 7(2) of the Model Law were the
most diffcult and frstrting which came before me."

However, near the end he states that there have been severa cas in Hong Kong

where the cour ha ha to consider the scpe of Aricle 7(2) of the Model Law, but

that there is only one of which Mr. Kaplan is awar where the wrting requirement

was clearly not complied with. In some cases the cour was able to consider tht

there was suffcient material before it which would give rise to an arguable case of

compliance with arcle 7(2) and leave the jursdictiona issue to the arbitrtors

under the regime set out in aricle 16 of the Model Law (tht is another Swiss

question brulante). Although it remains to be seen what the aritrtors will do with

these cas, it sems tht the question of the wrting reuiment is not so dratic
in practice as it is sometimes represented to be.

Second solution' Do not apply aricle lIm at leyel of enforcement of awar 

This is the Itaian solution. The Italian Supreme Cour held in a cae decided in

1980 that Aricle II(2) is applicable at the stage of enforcement of the arbitrtion

agreement under Aricle II(3) only, but not at the stge of the enforcement of the

arbitral award. However, except for the Itaian Supreme Cour no cour has

doubted that the words "the agreement referred to in aricle II" in ground a of

Aricle V(L) imply tht the lack of the wrtten form of the arbitrtion agrement as
required by Aricle II(2) constitutes a ground for refu of enforcement of an

arbitr award. Moreover, in a number of subseuent decisions the Itaian Supreme

Cour did apply Aricle II(2) in proceedings concernng the enforcment of arbitr

awards. Consequently, this is not a real solution.
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arbitr awards. The wrting requirement then may become a caino, depending on

the country where referral or enforcement is sought.

The thrd solution seems to be the preferred one. However, although my thnkng

about the interpretation of wrting requirement of arcle II(2) of the Convention is

in a state of evolution, I have not (yet) reached the stage that I adere to the "no

minimum requirement" interpretation. In any event. the question should not be

exaggerated as in practice, it is mainly limited to sales confirmations that ar sent

afer the fact and in which estoppel does not playa role.

iv. Concluding Remark

In my view, the above problems do not warant the trouble of drafting and concluding a new

Convention or Protocol. This question is to be distinguished from question of the Im-

plementing Acts. They need to be made uniform and may be used for modernzig cert

interpretations (see Dr Herran's lecture).

One final observation It appears that the judges and practising lawyers in the varous States

that have recently adhered to the Convention are in need of being informed of the practical

aspects of applying the Convention. I believe tht, rather th concentrtig on moding the

Convention by a more sophisticated text - which in tu may give rise to fresh questions of

interpretation - we should focus on the educating judges and lawyers in many of the 106

Contracting States on the existing Convention. With its imperfections, tht text has proven

to work rather satisfactorily for almost 40 years.
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